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Welcome and good afternoon.  I joined the staff of President Lincoln’s Cottage in 

2003, and the site opened to the public in February 2008.  President Lincoln’s Cottage is 

an historic site of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, a private, non-profit 

membership organization based in Washington, DC.  [Slide 2] 

The Cottage is located on the gated grounds of the Armed Forces Retirement 

Home in northwest Washington.  Though we’re only 3 miles north of the White House, 

we’re far enough off the Mall that we don’t appear on most DC tourist maps.  The 

Cottage derives its significance from the fact that Lincoln lived at Soldiers’ Home for 

over a quarter of his presidency and worked on critical decisions about the war and 

emancipation while in residence. [Slide 3]  Despite its national significance and 

connection to one of the most well-known U.S. presidents, the Cottage faded from 

popular history over the last 50 years, in part because of alternate uses of the Cottage 

over time and relative isolation within the Soldiers’ Home gates.  [Slide 4] 

The Cottage was built for banker George Washington Riggs in 1842.  The Federal 

Government then purchased the estate from Riggs in 1851 to break ground on the 

Soldiers’ Home in order to provide a home for retired and disable veterans, a purpose it 

serves to this day.  The Home invited President Lincoln and his family to reside in a 

house on the grounds during the hot season, which they did every summer they could, not 

returning to the White House until it had grown too cold at Soldiers’ Home.  [Slide 5] 

By 1999, the Cottage had fallen into disrepair, and though the Cottage and 3 other 

original buildings had been declared a National Historic Landmark in 1973, and the 

Home commissioned an Historic Structures Report in 1985 with an eye to turning the 

Cottage into a museum, preserving an interpreting an historic site for the public was not 

part of their mission.  

Enter National Trust President Richard Moe, who visited the site in 1999.  The 

Trust entered a cooperative agreement with the Home, whereby the Trust was responsible 

for stewardship of the preservation and development of the site as well as operating it for 

the public.  In 2000, President Clinton declared the Cottage a National Monument, in 

recognition of the critical decisions Lincoln made about the war and emancipation while 

living there.   
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After several years of architectural and historical research, planning, fundraising, 

convening focus groups, forming a research advisory committee, commissioning a book 

about the site, and gathering a group of interpretive advisors, the project made the 

decision to restore the exterior of the Cottage, for which we had a tremendous amount of 

documentation--including the previous photo from Mary Todd Lincoln’s family album--

and surviving physical evidence.  [Slide 6] When the exterior was finished in 2005 and 

we had raised sufficient funds to begin work on the interior, we set about creating our 

interpretive plan.  At this point, the project had grown to include an historic landscape 

preservation plan and the sustainable renovation of an adjacent 1904 building to be used 

as the visitor center for the Cottage.   

As a National Historic Landmark, National Monument, federal property—both 

buildings and the landscape are owned by the government, the Trust leases them through 

the stewardship agreement—we looked to national standards for restoration and 

preservation. On top of that, we were given the mandate by Richard Moe to create a 

“transformative experience” for our visitors.  Our goal was to create an educational and 

enjoyable experience, to tell the stories of President Lincoln’s public and private life as 

they occurred in this place.  We wanted to play to our strengths. 

Our primary artifact was the Cottage, which for all its uses over time—dormitory, 

infirmary, bar and lounge, administrative offices—still had a dizzying amount of historic 

fabric.  Layers were added over time, but the majority of the original features were intact.    

We had the authentic structure. 

We did not have any original furnishings or decorative arts—documentation on a 

desk that was transferred to the Lincoln Bedroom at the White House in the 1930s gave 

us the specifics on one piece, but that was all.  Clearly, decorative arts weren’t our 

strength and shouldn’t be the focus of the tour.  We had all had the experience of being in 

an historic site with period furnishings behind ropes, with the inevitable visitor who asks 

if every single thing in the room is original, only to find out that only a fraction of the 

pieces actually are original to the house.  For some sites, decorative arts work as the focus 

because the pieces are paramount to telling the story or are the authentic piece.  We did 

not want to overshadow the authentic place—the buildings and grounds--and stories by 

overdoing conjecture on furnishings and finishes. And in fact, a light touch with 
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furnishings was good history.  More than one of Lincoln’s visitors commented that the 

house was “plainly” or “simply” furnished. [Slide 7] 

The research conducted by Hillier Architecture, furnishings consultant Gail 

Winkler, historian Matthew Pinsker, and the site staff revealed an abundance of first hand 

accounts of Lincoln’s life and work at the Cottage, and some of those stories provided 

glimpses into how the Lincolns felt about their summer home. In 1862, Mary Lincoln 

wrote to a friend about their pending move to the Soldiers’ Home, explaining that in their 

sorrow after Willie’s death, “quiet is very necessary to us.”  Stories like this highlighted 

that the Home was a place for the Lincolns to retreat from the commotion in the White 

House.  [Slide 8] 

While the place provided solace, we know from first hand accounts that living at 

the Cottage brought Lincoln close to the war.  The Soldiers’ Home was both strategically 

important and vulnerable during the Civil War.  In 1862, Lincoln’s presidential guard 

caught a Confederate spy on the property.  Then in 1864, Secretary of War Stanton urged 

the Lincolns to evacuate to the White House for the duration of General Jubal Early’s 

attack on Washington.  Early attacked at Fort Stevens just over a mile north of Soldiers’ 

Home.    Lincoln rode out to the fort nonetheless, stood on a parapet, and was ordered by 

one of his men, “Get down you damned fool, or you’ll have your head knocked off!” as 

the bullets whizzed by Lincoln’s body.   During that same summer, Lincoln was warned 

that he was being followed on his daily commute home to the Cottage by people with ill 

intent, and yet he continued to ride out to the Home.  [Slide 9] While at the Cottage, 

Lincoln was also neighbor to 100-200 veterans and was sleeping just 100 yards from the 

first national cemetery--[Slide 10] the predecessor of Arlington--which saw thousands of 

Civil War dead buried between 1861-1864.  Our interpretation developed around themes 

of sanctuary, strife, family and work, war and loss, and the struggle for freedom. 

[Slide 11] In the summer of 2007, we conducted formative evaluations.  The 

evaluation results told us potential visitors had many misconceptions about Lincoln as a 

person, his presidency, particularly his policy of emancipation, and knew little—if 

anything—about the Cottage and the role it played in Lincoln’s presidency.  The final 

detail was no longer shocking to us, but was shocking to many of the people we 

interviewed, since it seems people will collect and save just about anything related to 
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Lincoln.  And here was an entire house he lived in, hidden in plain sight.  The evaluations 

also told us people expect to see certain things at historic houses, namely furniture, and 

are sometimes surprised or put-off by media, unless it serves an obvious purpose.  And 

finally, we found that everyone we interviewed was interested in visiting where Lincoln 

worked and lived as president—and this was the only site in the country that could 

provide that experience. 

Finally we had to decide on an approach to support the interpretive storyline.  If I 

had to choose two words to describe our chosen approach to the preservation and 

interpretation it would be restraint and honesty. The Cottage, though a lovely old home, 

is not architecturally unique and could not be the sole support for the tour narrative.  

[Slide 12]  At an historic site like Drayton Hall, also unfurnished, preservation is the core 

message and therefore furnishings and decorative arts would only distract from the 

architecture and preservation.  They can rely on the house alone to support the story of 

the place and people who lived there over time.  The rooms of the Cottage had been 

converted to other uses over the years and did not evoke the time Lincoln spent there as 

is, nor do the rooms illuminate Lincoln’s inner workings in the same way you could say 

the rooms at Monticello offer insight into Thomas Jefferson.   Lincoln and his family 

were merely tenants, but tenants who chose of their own free will to return year after 

year.  The place was important to the story of President Lincoln and his family, but the 

Cottage was ill-equipped to tell the story of Lincoln and his presidency on its own. [Slide 

14]  

Guiding visitors through the site during construction, we learned that the stories 

were the powerful tool at our disposal, but we could not expect interpreters to talk day in 

and day out about topics such as emancipation while leading visitors through empty 

rooms.  We wanted to provide tools, multiple voices and perspectives, and welcome 

visitors as Lincoln welcomed visitors by engaging them in conversation and creating an 

inviting, open experience in the Cottage.  

[Slide 13] In every way, the experience is meant to be immersive yet varied.  

Throughout the Cottage we brought back the period lighting, refinished floors, and 

removed the 20th century intrusions.  Then we added furnishings, floor coverings, and 

props where those supported the story best, or media—speakers, projections, or a 
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monitor—where historical voices and images best supported the story.  [Slide 15] We 

agreed to strive for a conversational tone, rather than a lecture.  In several rooms, we 

decided to invite our visitors to take a seat in the period-appropriate furnishings as they 

hear the story of an unexpected visitor, a tense political meeting, or a quiet night reading 

aloud from Shakespeare’s Richard the III.  The furnishings were selected to represent the 

rooms as they would have appeared using primary resources as our guide and only in the 

rooms for which there is enough evidence to support furnishings. There are no stanchions 

blocking visitors from the furnishings, and guides make it plain to visitors that the 

furnishings are not original to the Lincoln family. [Slide 16] In some rooms, the media 

devices are plain and apparent, in others they fade into the background of a period 

furnished setting. [Slide 17]  In a couple rooms, there is no media.  With a variety of 

treatments, period and modern, we chose to carry the warm period lighting throughout 

the Cottage interior. Media, furnishings, and props are only brought in when they will 

help support the interpretation and have a direct impact on visitor experience. 

To further enhance the cohesive, seamless experience, all media and lighting was 

designed so that it can be controlled by the interpreter via remote control.  The interpreter 

triggers quotes, images, and lighting changes with the touch of a button.  Media segments 

were produced in such a way that the interpreters had more control over the pace and the 

flexibility to spend more time on a topic or answer a visitor’s question.  It’s worth noting 

that our interpreters are paid staff required to go through training in tour technique, the 

history, media functionality, and visitor services.  By training guides on the media and 

holding sessions on tour techniques, use of the furnishings and props, and the interpretive 

messages, stories, and goals, we were able to give them the tools they needed to create a 

successful tour. 

From the beginning we knew that as a new site, we probably would not hit the 

nail on the head on our first try.  For one thing, we were charting new territory.  In a 

landscape where most historic site visitors expect one thing, we were giving them 

something different.  Secondly, while we were confident about the importance of the site 

and the strength of the story, to the general public we were an unknown entity.  From the 

moment we opened to the public in February 2008, we began conducting online 

evaluations of the entire visitor experience, with broad questions and room for detailed 
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feedback.  Visitor feedback has been gathered and reviewed regularly ever since with 

additional training and adjustments being made to the visitor experience along the way.  

Six months after opening, we had a group conduct entrance and exit interviews for us, 

with more specific and pointed questions about the various rooms of the Cottage and the 

supporting exhibits in the Visitor Center.  We expect to receive the results of that survey 

in late September, while our online survey continues. 

On the most basic level, we wanted to create an experience that was educational 

and enjoyable.  [Slide 18] Overwhelmingly, visitors have indicated they learned 

something knew and had fun doing it.  Secondly, a key to our survival as an historic site, 

we wanted to know if after their experience, visitors would recommend our site to friends 

and family. [Slide 19] Again, our visitors responded positively that they would 

recommend us to others.  This isn’t to say we haven’t received our fair share of 

criticisms, requests, and suggestions.  We’ve had challenges and our share of surprises 

with the media.  To be frank, I have never been to an historic site or museum that uses 

media—even a good old VCR or tape desk—that did not experience some technical 

difficulty or user error.   The truth is that old buildings were not designed for new 

technology.  Even if the Cottage was technologically advanced for its day, outfitted with 

gas lighting, it was not meant to handle radio frequencies.  And trying to transmit signal 

by radio frequency from a site that sits squarely on a government campus can make any 

day interesting.  On the other hand, it is worth remembering that the Cottage was not 

designed to be a public museum for visitors to walk through by the dozen every hour of 

every day of the year. 

Choosing to preserve and interpret an historical site necessarily means 

acknowledging that the site cannot be just as it was—visitor accessibility and safety often 

requires modifications to the structure, interpretation often requires additional 

modifications.  Good stewardship directs us to do the best we can with available 

resources and to limit impact on the structure, using reversible methods whenever 

possible.  Reversibility was a key reason for us to use media the way we did, with 

minimum impact on the structure and maximum visibility for our visitors.  Staying 

current was another motivation to use media.  As new research and images surface, we 

can update the media with little difficulty.  As new technology continues to become 
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available we can upgrade and adjust.  We continue to hold training sessions with staff to 

improve the visitor experience and learn from each other.  At the end of the day, we have 

a program that serves our mission and our visitors. [Slide 20] 

President Lincoln’s Cottage is still a work in progress, as all historic sites are or 

should be, but the response so far has been overwhelmingly positive amongst folks who 

take the time to visit the Cottage to learn more about Abraham Lincoln, the private man 

and the president.  I invite all of you to visit us someday soon.  When you visit, I hope 

that you will not hesitate to send me a line to share your thoughts on the experience at 

President Lincoln’s Cottage. 


